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An Ode to Spring Reading: The Shelves of Signum Part II

By Bronwyn Rivera The season of reading is in full bloom here at Signum University, and we are thrilled to present you with the second installation of the Shelves of Signum series. From hopepunk and environmental science to quests for freedom and unconventional fairytales, the following book recommendations are offered by our staff members. Some… 


March 14, 2024

Read more: An Ode to Spring Reading: The Shelves of Signum Part II
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A World of Pure Collaboration: a Look Inside the Signum Collaboratory

By Bronwyn Rivera Officially launched on December 9, 2023, the Signum Collaboratory is an experimental platform that allows content-makers to publish their academic and artistic creations online. Yet it’s more than an outlet into the virtual void. Members of the Collaboratory can rest assured they will receive their hard-earned dues. Signum’s Director of Commerce, Robbie… 


February 5, 2024

Read more: A World of Pure Collaboration: a Look Inside the Signum Collaboratory
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How Does Your Story Grow? Announcing SPACE’s 2024 “Novel in a Year Series”

By Bronwyn Rivera Once upon a time, in the realm of SPACE, six preceptors from the Creative Writing Sector gathered together to answer two questions: “How can we best support our community of writers? And how can we shape the modules we have so far into an optimized novel-writing sequence?” Thus, the “Novel in a… 


November 1, 2023

Read more: How Does Your Story Grow? Announcing SPACE’s 2024 “Novel in a Year Series”










	




October Showcase in SPACE!

Saturday, October 28th on Zoom Signum’s Portals for Adult Continuing Ed have been blasting off for two years! To celebrate our one-month-no-credit modules of learning and fun, the SPACE folks present a Showcase of half-hour learning capsules in an unrecorded, FREE event open to everyone on the internet. Our Capsule sessions are 30-minute samples of… 


October 11, 2023

Read more: October Showcase in SPACE!
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New Adventures in the Unexplored and Unexpected: (Re)Introducing “Literary Copernicus: The Cosmic Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft”

By Bronwyn Rivera Have you ever wondered what Cthulhu, Stranger Things, and the Elder Scrolls have in common? Or how to approach problematic authors who wrote beloved texts? Or perhaps, in an age of unrest and unpredictability, you want to know how characters cope with circumstances far beyond themselves. If so, please consider joining us… 


August 4, 2023

Read more: New Adventures in the Unexplored and Unexpected: (Re)Introducing “Literary Copernicus: The Cosmic Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft”
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Signum University is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational institution dedicated to making affordable online education available to all. 

Mailing Address: 1 Hardy Rd #389 / Bedford, NH 03110 / United States of America


Contact Us: [email protected] | 
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